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Abstract — A statistical Active Appearance Model (AAM) is developed to track and detect eye blinking. The model has been designed to be robust to variations of head pose or gaze. In particular we analyze and determine the model parameters which encode the variations caused by blinking. This global model is further extended using a series of sub-models to enable independent modeling and tracking of the two eye regions. Several methods to enable measurement and detection of eye-blink are proposed and evaluated. The results of various tests on different image databases are presented to validate each model.

Index Terms — eye blinking, eye tracking, active appearance model, digital imaging

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently digital cameras have begun to incorporate real-time face tracking technology, see for example [30], [31]. This new technology can be used to improve subject focus, image exposure and potentially image composition by providing user feedback. As the capabilities of digital imaging devices continue to improve it is clear that even more detailed analysis can be applied to the tracked faces within a digital image. In particular the occurrence of undesirable eye-blinking or partially closed eyes is the cause of many spoiled photographs.

Active Appearance Models [9] offer a form of 2D affine face model which can quickly match the texture and shape of a detected face region. Similar statistical models can be developed for sub-regions of a detected face such as the eyes [10]. Being one of the most expressive features of the human face, information about the eyes can play an important role in consumer applications. Examples include the analysis of facial expressions [1], computer animation [2], [3], driver awareness systems [4], [8], film and advertising industry [7] or assisting people with disability through an eye-based communication interface [5], [6]. For this reason, eye-related applications have received a good deal of attention in the literature.

Now current eye models function well for open eyes, but they are not robust against physiological changes in eye appearance, such as blinking or gazing. A determination of eye state, i.e. open or closed, is more complex than simply determining the eye location. This is due in part to the small size of the eyes relative to the face region and the weak contrast between the eye region and the surrounding skin.

In this article, a proof-of-concept model for the eye region is constructed, using Active Appearance Modeling (AAM) techniques [9] with the main goal to determine model parameters which can measure a degree of eye-blink. An initial model employing two dependent eye-regions is then expanded to provide a more self-consistent model by using the component-based technique presented in [12], [13]. These are adapted to our global model. After developing a reliable eye-model, a blink detector is proposed. Although AAM techniques were used by Hansen et al. [10] to model the eye region for gaze tracking, these techniques have not yet been applied to model eye blinking.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a short survey of the existing methods in eye tracking and blink detection. The developed model for the eye-region is detailed in Section III, together with a brief theoretical introduction to statistical models of appearance and the extension of the model to the component-based model adapted for the eyes. Section IV gives an overview of the proposed system, including the blink detection method and a discussion of the requirements for an in-camera implementation. Section V presents some experimental results, while in section VI we draw some conclusions and discuss some possible future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Eye tracking techniques can be classified in two categories: intrusive methods which require direct contact with the eyes and non-intrusive methods which avoid any physical contact with the user. The latter is of a more interest for consumer applications, the advantage being the fact that the user is not constrained by uncomfortable equipment. A good survey of non-intrusive methods is offered in [16], that broadly classifies them into three categories: model-based [5], [6], [10], [21-24], appearance-based [16-20] and feature-based methods [24], [26], [27].

In model-based methods, firstly a generic eye model is designed and then a template matching is used to search the eye images. Deformable templates methods, as in [10], [22-24], are commonly used in this case.
In appearance-based methods, the model is learned from a large set of original images, so it does not need to build further models for objects and no additional features need to be extracted. Infra-red (IR)-based methods can be applied successfully in the appearance-based algorithms [16], even solving traditional problems like the presence of glasses and day light. Methods based on active light are often used for such eye-tracking methods, as in [20] where the motion information between two consecutive frames is considered.

Feature-based methods are based on tracking individual features of the eyes, by exploring their characteristics such as edge and intensity of iris or their color and eye corners. A popular method is the extraction and tracking of the eyelids [26], although this becomes unreliable when the head is moving. In [27] a different feature is used; instead of detecting the eyes, the authors propose the detection of the mid-point between the two eyes, which is believed to be more stable and easier to spot. Eyes are subsequently detected as two dark parts, symmetrically located on each side of this mid-point.

Eye tracking should be robust to blinking or gazing, otherwise it could lose track due to involuntary actions of the subject. The eye blink reflex is one of the fastest and most consistent of human reflexes, and therefore a problematical topic. Consequently, numerous methods to detect blinking have been proposed. We enumerate only some recent work, from a considerable body of literature.

Using images from a high-resolution video-camera, Moryiama et al. [17] divides the eye-region in two: upper and lower half. By measuring the illumination intensity of each half over time, they determine the blinking when the two curves cross.

For video sequences, blinking can be detected from frame differencing by detecting the motion between two consecutive frames [19]. Head movements have to be taken into consideration as well. In [18], it is suggested to discriminate the second order change, such as the eye blink, from a first order change, such as the head movement observed in an image. After the pixels corresponding to the head motion have been filtered out by the second order change detection procedure, which uses three consecutive frames, the remaining motion pixels are used to decide whether a blink occurred or not.

Other blink detectors based on iris tracking [20] have been developed, in which the disappearance of the iris implies blinking.

Template matching techniques have also been used [6], [21]. Grauman et al. [21] calculate correlation scores between the actual eye detected by “blink-like” motion and a closed eye template. In [6], the creation of the open eye template is created on-line. The detection of blinking and the analysis of blink duration are based solely on observing the correlation scores generated by the tracking at the previous step using the on-line template of the user’s eye.

In summary, traditional image-based eye tracking approaches track the eyes and detect eventual blinking by exploiting the differences between frames and making use of special characteristics of the eye such as dark pupil, white sclera, circular iris, eye corners, eye shape, etc.

The current work belongs to the model-based category, but ideas from the appearance-based methods are also incorporated. The main advantage of employing a statistical model of appearance is that the shape and texture of the eye are exploited directly as they appear in the original image. The method is also invariant to rotation, scale or pose and it is capable of successfully synthesizing eyes in unseen pictures.

III. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The appearance of the eye region is represented by a statistical model trained using a set of annotated image examples. The training set contains subjects with open and closed eyes, the model being able to synthesize all the states in between. A new image can be interpreted by finding the best match of the model to the image data. In this section a statistical model of appearance for the eyes is developed and fine-tuned by a component-based method. The manner in which the model is constructed will permit us to extract eye blinking parameters and consequently to develop, further on, a blink detector (section IV).

A. Statistical Models of Appearance

Statistical Models of Appearance [9] represent both shape and texture variations and correlations between them. The desired shape to be modeled is annotated by a number of landmark points. The shape is defined by the number of landmarks chosen to best depict the contour of the object of interest, in our case the eye region. A shape vector is given by the concatenated coordinates of all landmark points and may be formally written as, \( s = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_L, y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_L)^T \), where \( L \) is the number of landmark points.

The shape model is obtained by applying Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the set of aligned shapes:

\[
\bar{s} = \bar{s} + \phi_s b_s, \tag{1}
\]

where \( \bar{s} = \frac{1}{N_s} \sum_{i=1}^{N_s} s_i \) is the mean shape vector, and \( N_s \) is the number of shape observations; \( \phi_s \) is the matrix having the eigenvectors as its columns; \( b_s \) defines the set of parameters of the shape model.

The texture, defined as the pixel values across the object of interest, is also statistically modeled. Face patches are first warped into the mean shape based on a triangulation algorithm.

Then a texture vector \( t = (t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_p)^T \) is built for each training image by sampling the values across the warped, i.e. shape normalized patches, with \( p \) being the number of texture samples.
The texture model is also derived by means of PCA on the texture vectors:
\[ t = \bar{t} + \varphi b_t, \]  
(2)

where \( \bar{t} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} t_i \) is the mean texture vector, with \( N \) as the number of texture observations; \( \varphi \) is the matrix of eigenvectors, and \( b_t \) the texture parameters.

The sets of shape and texture parameters are used to describe the overall appearance variability of the modeled object, where \( W_s \) is a vector of weights used to compensate the differences in units between shape and texture parameters.

After a statistical model of appearance is created, an Active Appearance Model (AAM) algorithm can be employed to fit the model to a new image. AAM is a fast technique used to interpret unseen images using the appearance model, by finding the best match of the model to the image. Therefore, the algorithm allows us to find the parameters of the model which generate a synthetic image as close as possible to the target image. The whole problem is treated as an optimization problem in which we want to minimize the difference between the new image and the image synthesized by the appearance model.

B. Eye Model Design - Extraction of Blinking Parameters

The model we have developed offers a detailed analysis of the eye region in terms of degree of eyelid opening, the position of the iris and the shape and texture of the eyes which are related to the identity of the subject.

A statistical model for the eye region was built using AAM techniques, following the procedure given in section III.A. The model is composed of the following elements: eyes, eyebrows and the iris. The latter allows the model to simulate eye-gaze in addition to eye-blink. In order to describe the desired shape, the model was annotated as shown in Fig. 1.

It is known that left and right eyes will typically blink in a closely synchronized fashion. Thus it would be sufficient to capture the trace for one eye in order to measure eye-blink for a single subject. However with a detailed two-eye model, we can determine a lot of additional information and distinguish other eye states such as winking. The large number of points, i.e. annotated landmarks, and the details of the eyebrows and eyelids considered in this model description are motivated by the fact that any extra information is useful in analyzing the state of the eye-regions.

The choice of the region to model depends on the application, being a compromise between the speed of fitting the model, the number of model parameters and the amount of useful information obtained from the model. The same labeling was used to model both open and closed eyes, as shown in Fig. 1.

In order to model eye-blink, we have extended the conventional model to incorporate two different templates for open and closed eyes within the same model. This is achieved through using the same number of points for the two templates, mapped in the same order, where the upper and lower inner eyelids overlap. This overlapping is represented in Fig. 2 (upper left corner) by the red arrows: the first point is overlapped over the third one, point 12 over the point 4 and so on. The procedure emulates the physiological blinking action, when the upper eyelid closes over the lower eyelid.

One significant goal of this model is the extraction of the model parameters that encode the eye-blink information. Blinking uses mainly shape information, i.e. the eyelid shape is modified between the two states.

Depending to a small extent on the complexity of the training set, shape parameters can be differentiated between closed and open eyes, gazing and pose, or shape-of-the-eye parameters.
Typically, only a small number of the shape parameters accounts for the eye-blink action, which corresponds to a large amount of the total variance of the shape parameters. The remaining model parameters encode other types of variability, such as pose or identity changes.

Fig. 3 displays an average over the texture (upper graph) and shape parameters (lower graph) of the eyes model for both images with open and closed eyes, respectively. There is a clear differentiation between the two curves for the first parameters and consequently between the states of the eyes. First texture parameter and the first two shape parameters were identified as depicting the blinking.

A problem which generally appears in face modeling is that of robustness to different poses. Same as for full face modeling [15], the eyes model can be designed in order to include pose variability. To address this issue, we have included different poses of the eyes in the training set. Therefore, the model was enriched with a set of shape parameters, mainly accounting for pose variation. Thus the equation describing the shape model in (1) can be extended to the explicit form:

\[
s = s + \phi_{\text{blink}} b_{\text{blink}} + \phi_{\text{pose}} b_{\text{pose}} + \phi_{\text{eye shape}} b_{\text{eye shape}}
\] (3)

Fig. 4 shows the effect of varying with +/- one unit of standard deviation for some representative parameters of the model.

C. Component-Based AAM for the Eye Model

Although AAM models are a powerful tool for image interpretation, they present several drawbacks when used as a global appearance model. In particular there can be problems with under-trained models, as they can be too closely constrained to the model variations learned during the training phase.

Component-based AAM, as described in [12], [13] comes as a solution to this particular drawback of AAM. It combines a global model with a series of sub-models. These sub-models are typically component parts of the object to be modeled. This approach benefits from both the generality of a global AAM model and the local optimizations provided by its sub-models.

In the literature, component models are applied to face objects [12], [13]. We now extend this approach to our eye model and apply it as a strong initialization algorithm for robust eye tracking (the implementation details are given in section IV).

The component-based AAM, as customized for the eye-region, employs two distinct eye models which find their optimal positions and shape independently of each other. There are situations, especially when dealing with large pose variations, plane rotation, occlusions or strong facial expressions when the 2D projection of the eyes loses the property of global symmetry.

A global AAM model was trained using information extracted from the two eyes in the two states, i.e. open and closed, as described in III.B. Then a separate sub-model is created describing a single eye in all its states: i.e. open, closed or different variations in between. The sub-model is designed following the same principles as the global model. The two models, i.e. global model and sub-model, are trained and independently generated using the same AAM training procedure.

One valuable aspect of the eyes model is the symmetry between the two eyes. This characteristic permits, starting from one eye model, e.g. left eye, to auto-generate an equivalent model for the other eye (right eye, respectively), simply by mirroring the data. The
advantage of having less memory space requirements is clear, as only one set of eye-model characteristics needs to be stored.

Fig. 5 describes the fitting algorithm adapted for the component-based procedure. At each iteration, the sub-model is inferred from the global model. Its optimum is detected by an AAM fitting procedure. Then the fitted sub-model is projected back into the global model. In a first step, the global AAM is fitted, roughly locating the two eyes. The points of the global model which correspond to the sub-models are first extracted to form the two shape vectors, providing a good initialization for each sub-model which is next fitted using the AAM method. As a second step we reintegrate the fitted points of the two independent sub-models back into the global model. Another projection of the global shape vector onto its principal components space is required. This step is necessary in order to constrain the two independently obtained eyes such that they remain within limits specified by the global model. The fitting error for this refined global model is compared with the original global model fitting error and a decision is taken to use the global model with the least error.

**IV. SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND IN-CAMERA IMPLEMENTATION**

**A. Blink Detection**

Blinking is defined as the rapid closing and opening of the eyelid [15]. The average duration of an eye-blink is 0.3 to 0.4 seconds, with a frequency varying from once every two seconds up to several tens of seconds. The blinking rate can also be affected by external stimulus such as fatigue, eye injury, medication or disease.

The advantage of modeling the eyes utilizing AAM techniques is that we obtain a detailed description of the eye and not just its rough location. Using an educated choice of geometrical distances of the synthesized shape, a blink criterion can be defined (as described in Fig. 6), by comparing the ratio between the width of the eye and its aperture with a predefined threshold. The chosen distances were between the eleventh and the fifth point on the vertical and the eight and the second point on the horizontal. The annotation of the points is shown in Fig. 3. The method is accurate as long as the active appearance fitting algorithm provides the correct localization of the eye.

We have developed alternatives to the proposed blink detector, as identifying if the blink parameters belong to the open-eyes curve (represented in green in Fig. 3) or to the closed-eyes one (black curve in Fig. 3) either for the first parameter of texture or for the first two parameters of shape. The drawback of this method is that it is designed to work for person-specific models dedicated to a single individual; also, the blink parameters have to be identified in advance.

**B. Eye Tracking System Description**

We propose a robust and accurate algorithm to track the eyes. The robustness refers to pose variations, eye actions, e.g. blinking, winking, gazing and occlusions.

The eye detection mechanism is inferred from a Viola-Jones face detection algorithm [11]. This involves using the statistical relation between the rectangle describing the surroundings of the face obtained after the detection step and the eye position in the rectangle learned from the training dataset. Thus, initial rough estimation of the eye position, 2D rotation angle and scale are deduced and are used as initial inputs for our eye-model.

As illustrated in Fig. 7 all the model parameters need to be optimized initially by the component-based AAM procedure described in section III.C. Those are the shape parameters...
including pose and blinking, texture parameters, as well as the parameters which characterize the modeled eye-patch inside the image frame. The purpose of this stage is to get an initial strong eye position from the first frame of the image sequence. This step is the most computationally expensive. Preferably it is performed on the first frame of a video sequence and is only periodically repeated. In our experiments this step is performed every 10 to 30 frames, but it depends on the application.

The main benefit of individual modeling of the eyes through the component-based AAM is that we can manipulate them independently. This is important in tracking applications where the subject is changing position from frame to frame. In some cases, one eye is partially or even completely occluded or the eyes lose their property of symmetry or co-linearity learned in the training stage from the global AAM model.

When one eye is occluded, the non-occluded eye, which can still be correctly fitted, provides sufficient information for the accurate positioning of both eyes using the global model. This confers robustness to the eye tracker.

Eye gazing must also be taken into consideration or the model will fail to differentiate between eyes with a wide gaze angle and closed eyes. We have found a simple solution, namely to introduce the iris into the model annotation, giving it the information on deformations which can result from a range of gaze angles during the training phase.

After parameters initialization, an update on each new image frame is made only on the model parameters that encode shape variations, position, 2D rotation and scaling. Since the computational requirements are substantially reduced, this operation is now performed on each separate frame.

C. Eye Blink Detection for Consumer Imaging

As stated in the introduction, eye monitoring and analysis are key problems in a variety of consumer applications. One motivation for our current research is to investigate the feasibility of using AAM based eye tracking techniques in embedded imaging appliances. The reduced computational costs of the proposed eye tracking scheme, associated with the robustness of its output to blinking and gaze variations, could meet the requirements for real-time applications in such devices. As an example application we used our eye-model to analyze the aperture amplitude for the tracked eye. Within a digital camera this would determine if a subject had closed one of his/her eyes when a digital photo was captured.

Furthermore, our model would enable a replacement to be made of the subject’s closed eye with an equivalent open eye. The degree of openness could be controlled using the model parameters and tuned to match that of the other tracked eye so that the substitution would be unnoticeable. Contrary, where both eyes are substantially closed, the degree of openness could be matched to the average degree of openness of the eyes over a sequence of video frames. A key point here is that once the local eye models are initialized most of the eye description will remain static and it is only necessary to adjust a handful of model parameters to adjust the openness of the eye or the direction of eye-gaze.

Our methodology was applied as follows, in order to replace the closed eyes: an AAM fitting was performed on both pictures, i.e. with open and closed eyes. This procedure enables segmenting the eyes in the two photos and retrieving their shape, pose and texture parameters. The original texture for the open eyes is transferred into the closed eyes photos, respecting the closed eyes pose parameters, i.e. translation, rotation, and scaling. The pictures including open eyes can be obtained from prior information in the camera, for instance by reviewing already existing photos.

Some initial experiments have been performed. The main requirement for this application is that both the shapes in the open-eyes picture and the closed-eyes picture are fitted with high accuracy. The results can be judged from Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. The original pictures with a. open and b. closed eyes and c. the processed one, where closed eyes were replaced by open eyes.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND CHALLENGES

Examples of the results obtained for different pictures and video sequences are presented in Figs. 9 and 11. For our initial training of the eye model only 44 annotated images have been used obtained from various subjects. From each person
different states of the eyes were chosen, i.e. closed, open, half open, gazing and diverse head poses. The resulting model, constructed at a resolution of 30×10 pixels, presents 26 parameters: 21 shape-parameters, as 95% of the shape variance was allowed after the PCA, and 5 texture parameters, with 65% allowed texture variance. The choice of the resolution and the allowed variance is motivated by the minimal resolution for which the model still performs successfully, from the point of view of correct blink detection and tracking accuracy, taking into account a minimal size for the model.

The model was evaluated using a set of 200 consumer pictures taken especially for this experiment where the subjects were asked to blink, gaze, rotate their head etc. In addition, two specialized databases, namely Georgia Tech Face Database [27] and VidTIMIT Video Dataset [28] were used to provide reference data sets. A number of 40 individuals have been tested from the Georgia Tech Face Database. The faces were captured at different dates, scales and orientations. The VidTIMIT Video Dataset is comprised of video recordings of different subjects reciting short sentences, but it is also useful for blinking or gazing detection. None of the pictures from the testing set have been used in the training set.

For our tests we have used an adaptation of the appearance modeling environment FAME [29], modifying and extending it to accommodate the techniques described in this paper.

A. Testing the Component-based AAM vs. the Classical AAM Algorithm for the Eye Model

The component-based AAM, an alternative to the classical AAM was adapted for the eye-region model and tested. Both the classical and the component-based AAM worked well for men, women or children, and for different skin and eye color. However, the latter model showed a better performance than the classical AAM in case of under-trained models or in more complex situations that deal with:
- **Pose:** e.g. for head rotations, the left eye will have a slightly different shape from the right one;
- **Occlusions:** Using the left/right eye sub-models, the eyes will fit independently and theoretically the non-occluded eye will present correct fitting information that can be used further to fit the occluded eye.
- **Face expression:** One eye might change its shape independently of the other, e.g. winking.
- **Unseen details of the eye:** not seen in the training set, like unseen shapes or distances between the eyes, distances between the eyebrow and the eye.
- **Plan-rotation:** as represented in Fig. 9.

While the conventional AAM is based on a rough initialization inferred from the face detection step (Fig. 9b), the component-based uses the AAM fitting as starting point. Moreover, the fact that each eye is aligned independently (Fig. 9c) permits that each sub-model finds its optimum separately. The optimal result is obtained by constraining them within a two-eyes-together limit (Fig. 9d), which represents a new AAM alignment using as initialization the result from the independently fitting of the eyes.

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Georgia Tech Face Database</th>
<th>VidTIMIT Dataset</th>
<th>Our database</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eyes tracking</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyes gazing</td>
<td>68.75</td>
<td>52.08</td>
<td>40.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blink detection</td>
<td>90.625</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>67.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Georgia Tech Face Database</th>
<th>VidTIMIT Dataset</th>
<th>Our database</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eyes tracking</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>79.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyes gazing</td>
<td>78.125</td>
<td>83.33</td>
<td>69.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blink detection</td>
<td>96.875</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>79.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is worth remarking that our database has been designed to test the model more rigorously as can be seen from a poorer level of performance. However these are initial results and we expect to further refine and optimize the model. Controlled conditions of illumination or pose, as usually found in databases alleviate the task of the algorithm, so an important aim is to make it robust to general conditions.

Fig. 10 presents the histogram of point-to-point (Pt-Pt) shape errors calculated with respect to the manual ground-truth annotations. The boundary errors for the tested fitting algorithms are concentrated within lower values as compared to the initial point generated from the detection algorithm, showing the methods improvement for eyes localization. Furthermore, it can be noticed that the shape boundary errors are concentrated within lowest values, indicating that the full component-based AAM performs the best in terms of fitting accuracy, thus resulting in a clear improvement over the initial position as well as over the other fitting algorithms.
expressions or poses.

The eyes in image sequences for various subjects with various parameters of an eye model as well as tracking the location of statistical models of appearance to recover the eye blinking applied successfully to robust eye tracking.

...series of sub-models (the two eyes separately). The method was by combining a global model (the two eyes together) with a statistical model of appearance to the component-based AAM poorly. The proposed solution was to extend the conventional AAM procedure and achieved an average accuracy of 91.5%.

The results show that our method works well for the images taken under controlled environment. However, in more difficult situations like large variations of pose, plan-rotation, occlusions etc., the conventional statistical model of appearance performs poorly. The proposed solution was to extend the conventional statistical model of appearance to the component-based AAM by combining a global model (the two eyes together) with a series of sub-models (the two eyes separately). The method was applied successfully to robust eye tracking.

B. Accuracy Testing of the Blink Detector and Eye Tracker

Various test video sequences, among which there are rotation of the head, blinking of the eyes and partial occlusions, were used to measure the performances during tracking. The tracking system was automatically initialized by the component-based AAM procedure and achieved an average accuracy of 91.5%.

The iris, indicating gazing movements, and eye contours, indicating the blinking or head movements, are tracked correctly by our method, depending on the complexity of the changes. The results proved to be encouraging (Fig. 11), namely the model was able to analyze correctly the eye, fact that infers an accurate tracking and a precise blink detection. A besetment of the model and its algorithm is the accuracy to gazing, where future improvements need to be done. Failures of the tracking algorithm are typically due to unfocused images, large face offsets between frames, partial occlusions and, in particular gazing issues.

VI. Conclusions & Future Work

In this article, we have described a system which uses statistical models of appearance to recover the eye blinking parameters of an eye model as well as tracking the location of the eyes in image sequences for various subjects with various expressions or poses.

Two eye states were considered in the same training set for the model, i.e. open and closed, instead of using two different models. The advantage is that the resulting model is able to synthesize all the states in between, facilitating the blink parameters extraction.

The results show that our method works well for the images taken under controlled environment. However, in more difficult situations like large variations of pose, plan-rotation, occlusions etc., the conventional statistical model of appearance performs poorly. The proposed solution was to extend the conventional statistical model of appearance to the component-based AAM by combining a global model (the two eyes together) with a series of sub-models (the two eyes separately). The method was applied successfully to robust eye tracking.

Fig. 11. Eye tracking in two example video sequences using our model, when blinking, face expression and small pose variations are involved.
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